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We report on our experience with the adaptation of phase correction techniques to microwave
Fourier transform spectroscopy. The performance of this yet uncommon technique is based on
theoretical considerations and compared to other methods.
Introduction

Theory

A general shortcoming of Fourier transform (FT)
spectroscopy is the mixture of absorption and disper
sion features in the complex Fourier transform spec
trum. There are two means to overcome this disad
vantage:
One possibility is to calculate the phase-independent power spectrum. This technique is used by most
microwave Fourier transform (MWFT) spectroscopists. It is very fast but has the disadvantage of
more severe line shape distortions [1]. These are essen
tially entailed by including the squared dispersion
spectrum, which is, for the line shapes usually encoun
tered, more broadly distributed in the frequency do
main. Such distortions have led us to prefer fitting
procedures, applied to the time domain data to obtain
accurate line frequencies [2]. The disadvantage of the
fit methods is that they may take more time than the
original measurement did.
A second possibility is the so-called phase correc
tion, which is commonly used in FT-nuclear magnetic
resonance (FTNMR) and FT-infrared (FTIR) spec
troscopy. With the assumption of a linear dependence
of the degree of mixing of absorption and dispersion
with frequency (or wavenumber in FTIR), the absorp
tion spectrum is evaluated from the complex Fourier
coefficients. The constant and proportional phase cor
rection parameters (see (4)) are chosen so as to give
symmetric and positive line shapes.
In the present work, we have tried to adopt the
phase correction technique to MWFT spectroscopy
and to calculate the absorption spectrum from the
Fourier coefficients. Of course, the equations are es
sentially analogous to those used in the existing phase
correction techniques [3].

FT spectroscopy deals with molecular signals
which start at a definite origin and extend either in
both negative and positive directions, or in only one
direction of the one-dimensional signal space (path
difference in FTIR, time in FTNMR and MWFT).
However, both the exact position of this origin and the
exact signal phase at this origin may be unknown.
In MWFT spectroscopy, the transient emission sig
nal may roughly be regarded as beginning when the
short, intense polarizing microwave pulse is switched
off, with the inverted phase as the polarizing wave.
Afterwards one has to wait several hundred nanosec
onds before data acquisition is feasible. For a particular
spectrometer, this delay, d, can be controlled fairly
accurately. What is not known, however, is the abso
lute phase of the transient emission, <,£?0, at the time the
polarizing pulse is switched off. The relationship be
tween the signal phases at the beginning of data acqui
sition, (pl (1 labelling each line), and the line centre
frequencies, co,, is approximated by
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(pl = (p0 + wid

(1)

with (p0 and the accurate value of d unknown. How
ever, we can estimate d, and can calculate the q>{s from
the Fourier coefficients with the relation cpx—
—arctan(b/a); a and b are the real and imaginary
coefficient, respectively, at the approximate co,'s. Thus,
for every line contained in the spectrum, we get one
pair of data cp, and to,. Therefore we can at least
calculate (p0 with our estimate for d.
In the following section, we calculate the effects of
phase correction assuming a continuously sampled,
Doppler-free, complex time-domain signal. This al
lows the most convenient mathematical treatment. In
practice, one has to deal with Doppler broadened
signals, which are discretely sampled and normally
form a real data set, the imaginary part being set to
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zeroes. However, the simplifications do not influence
the conclusions to be drawn.
A pressure-broadened emission signal is in the time
domain expressed by (A amplitude factor, T relaxation
time)
X (t) = A ■exp( —r/T) ■exp(/co, r) • exp (it/?,)

(2)

with the complex Fourier transform
C(co) = 1/27t j Z (t) • exp( —icot) dr
= A T- {1 + [(co-co,)7]2} - 1/2
• exp {—i ■arctan [(co—co,) T]} ■exp (i<p,). (3)
The phase correction is carried out (corrected quanti
ties are primed) by multiplying this expression with
exp [ —i((pc+ codc)]{(pc = estimate of cp0,dc = estimate
of d):
C (oj) = A ■T- {1 + [(co - oj,) 7]2}- 1/2
• exp {—i • arctan [(a) —co,) T]}
• exp [i (cp0 —(pc+ (old —a>dc)]

(4)

a' (co) = Re[C'(co)]= A ■T ■{1 + [(co-oj,) T] 2) -1 (4a)
• cos (arctan [(co—co,) T] + (cpc—cp0) + codc—co, d]

an inaccurate choice of dc, whereas equal, but nonsymmetric line shapes are due to a faulty <pc. In the
case of narrow multiplets, the lines overlap to give
non-symmetric features. In unfavourable cases, ambi
guities may result. However, if there are at least two
isolated lines sufficiently far apart, the phase correc
tion can be carried out without introducing too large
an error.
As a further result of (5), the lines appear narrower
in the phase corrected spectrum than they would do in
the normal absorption spectrum:
a(Aoj1 2 = 1/T) = A ■T- (1/2),
whereas

(6)

cj' (zIojj 2 = 1/T) = 1/2 • A ■T [cos (d/T) —sin (d/T)],
where the term in square brackets is slightly less than
unity (except for extreme values of d/T). However, in
the immediate proximity of the peak position, the
trigonometric terms may be expanded:
cos (Zlco d) = 1—1/2 ■(zlco d)2 and sin (zlco d) = zlco d .
(7)
If zlco = 1/(T+ d) 1/d, the spectral amplitude is thus
approximated by

and
d(Ao)=\/(T+d)) = A T

b'(co) = —Im [C(co)] = A • T■{1 + [(co-co,)T}2}~1
■sin {arctan [(co-co,) T\ + ((pc—(p0)-\-codc—co]d} .
(4 b)
Expressed as a function of zlco = co—co,, the former
reads (if, and only if. (pc —(p0 and dc = d):
a'(zlco) = A ■T ■[1 + (Aa>T)2]~1
• (cos Zlco d —zlco T- sin zlco d).

(5)

If d would equal zero (which is impossible in
MWFT), this would describe the common absorption
line shape. Even if d is finite, the last term in brackets
equals unity for Zlco = 0 but will become negative for
larger zlco (d is always positive), so that the phase
corrected absorption spcctrum cannot be entirely pos
itive (see Figure 1). However, the right-hand side of (5)
is independent of the sign of zlco, so that the line shape
remains symmetric for all values of d. In fact, both cpc
and dc have to be adjusted using this criterion of sym
metry. This is done by displaying the once corrected
absorption spectrum and judging the line shapes: dif
ferent line shapes for the various spectral lines indicate

= A T-

1 -Zlco2(1/2 ■d2+ T d)
\ + Aco2 T2

T2 + 2Td + d2—1/2 ■d2—Td
T2+ 2Td + d2 + T2

= 1/2 -A ■T.

(8)

This is just a modified definition of the half width at
half maximum (HWHM). The normal HWHM in an
absorption spectrum (and also in a power spectrum) is
zlco12 = 1/T instead of \/(T+d) < 1/T in the phase
corrected absorption spectrum. However, this appar
ent increase in resolution is paid for with the lower
signal intensity due to the dephasing during the delay
d: Let r' count the time from the beginning of data
acquisition, and let r count the time from the begin
ning of emission. Then (2) may be rewritten
X (t') = exp ( - d/T) ■X (t) ■exp (i co, d).

(2')

For d<T, the expansion of the first term yields
X (r') = (1 -d /T ) ■X (r) • exp(/«,</).

(2")

The damping factor of (1 —d/T) is just the reciprocal
of the line narrowing factor given above.
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Fig. 1. The phase corrected absorption spectrum of a calculated
Lorentzian line (T= 2 ps) is displayed using different delays to show the
influence on the line shape. Solid line: <7= 0; dashed: d = 500 ns = 774;
dotted: d= 1000 ns = 7/2.
Fig. 2. 1,5-MHz-range out of the rotational spectrum of pyridine-Noxide, showing the transition J, K_, A"+ =7,2,5 —7,2,6 split into
three hyperfine components. Fquantum numbers given. Cell tempera
ture —30°C, pressure 0.1 Pa, data acquisition interval 50 ps, FFTlength 4096 points. - Upper trace: phase corrected absorption spectrum
(dc = 1600 ns); lower trace: amplitude spectrum.
Fig. 3. 3-MHz-range out of the rotational spectrum of 2-fluoroacetamide, FCH2CONH2, showing the rotational transition J, K_ , K+ =
2,0,2 —1,0, 1. Acquisition interval 20 ps, temperature —20°C, pres
sure 0.1 Pa, FFT-length 4096 points, delay 1.6 ps. quantum numbers
are given. - Solid trace: phase corrected absorption spectrum; dashed/
dotted trace: positive/negative root of power spectrum.
Fig. 3.
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Another aspect is the influence on the signal-tonoise ratio. To judge this, we consider a series of, say,
M individual recordings under identical conditions,
each decay separately Fourier transformed. For each
frequency component we get a set of M coefficients,
these sets being described by certain stochastic
parameters. E.g., the Fourier coefficients of the noise,
an and bn, and also the corresponding phase corrected
coefficients a'n and b'n, can be regarded as independent
and Gauss-distributed with vanishing mean values
and variances a 2(an) = a2 (bn) = a 2 (a'n) = a 2(b'n). For
an absorption peak the variation coefficient, which is
defined as the ratio of the standard deviation and the
mean value, is thus a(an)/as (as = maximum coeffi
cient of the signal, at peak position). When the sums
a2 + b2, which constitute the power spectrum, are cal
culated for a noisy peak, this ratio amounts to
2 • c(an)/as :
ü —^signal + anoise = + ün »
^ = ^noise = MaS bs = 0),
a2 + b2 = a2 + 2 - a s -an + (a2 + b2) ,

(9)

where the term in brackets is negligible, a (a2 + b2) and
/.i(a2 + b2) (p denotes the mean value) are then given
by
a(a2+ b2) = a(an)-a s - 2,

(10)

H(a2+ b2) = a2 ,

(11)

ji (a2+ b2) = 2 a ( a n)/as .

(12)

The net effect of calculating the power spectrum is
thus to halve the signal-to-noise ratio in comparison
with the absorption spectrum, whereas the phase cor
rection leaves this ratio unaltered.
Experiments

Table 1. Observed and calculated hyperfine splittings (kHz)
of pyridine-N-oxide. F quantum numbers refer to upper
states, in all cases AF = AJ. | vcalc | = calculated splittings,
other columns: deviations.
J\ K ,K+ /", K ,
4A J7 2
52 3
J« Ji z

J-5 j-J
42
A j•j

i1
2
1i

- 44 0
-> 6 0 6
-> 7 0 7
— 7 1i 7
72 5 - 72 6
12 4 8 -> 12 4 9
19 6 14
19 6 13
5
6
7
7

4
2
2
1

1
5
6
0c

FF

|VC.1C.I Vfi,

5-3
5-4
6/4-5
6-4
6 5
6-4
6-5
7/5-6
8/6-7
8-6
8-7
8-6
8-7
13/11-12
20/18 19

100
266
84
36
162
71
244
96
112
27
188
31
218
164
147

Vabs

-2
-3
+1 +1
-1
-2
-4
+1
+3 +1
0
-3
+ 1 -1
0 +3
0 +2
0 -11
+ 1 +4
+ 3 -1
0 +2
-3
-2
+ 1 +4

Vpow
+ 16
-17
+ 15
+ 16
-7
+ 18
-7
+ 26
+9
+4
-11
+4
0
+2
+6

judged from the variances a2 of the analyses of the
hyperfine splittings, the phase corrected absorption
spectra are nearly as useful as the least-squares-fit, and
far better than the power spectra (aabs = 3.5 kHz,
<rfit = 2.1 kHz, (Tpowcr = 13 kHz).
Another disadvantage of power spectra, the possi
ble hiding of lines with both left and right neighbours,
is completely overcome, as demonstrated in Figure 3.
This figure shows a 3 MHz-section of the rotational
spectrum of 2-fluoroacetamide, containing the J, K_ ,
K + = 2, 0, 2 —1, 0. 1 transition split by nuclear
quadrupole coupling. The dashed and dotted traces
are the positive and negative root of the power spec
trum (i.e., the amplitude spectrum), respectively, and
the solid curve is the phase corrected absorption spec
trum. The hyperfine component F = 2 —1 is clearly
revealed only by the latter. This property of the phase
corrected absorption spectra is probably the most im
portant.
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